CONFIDIENTAL draft
Sunday, May 1, 2004
Honorable Judge Allfred Delucchi
Mark Geragos and Investigation Team:
CC: Lee and Jackie Peterson
CC: Scott Peterson
(Gavin Newsom)
Box contents:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Blue tarp
Collection of photographs of a woman urinated on with writing on “Leo” paper
Saved anonymous writing, “Civilization Reborn”
Hair from the ritualistic offering1
Planted Albany Police Elvis video
Note: Videotape is for exterior is packaging only
Photograph list

1. Tomb
2. Tomb interior
3. Tarp
4. Tarp thread detail
5. Diagram of tomb/tarp location
6. Photograph of Robert “Rabbit” Barringer
7. 1969 Zodiac map with line extendtion
8. Last paining by SNIFF of a psycho Rabbit
9. Misc. symbols on site
10. First suggested possible grave dig
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Tried to give this to Mark and Jackie but was jumped by the Mod Po.

To whom it may concern;
This is the Q filmmaker who began filming the surface landscape and religious
symbolism at the Albany Bulb from 7/5/03-present. The symbolism on site ranges from
Crowley’s New Aeon of Horus, to Greek Minos and the Minatour, Icarus, Nine Lords of
the Xililiba, the Mayan calendar. These beliefs support human sacrifice. A sacrificial
circle with Zodiac presence is on the grounds. Voodoo against women, and ritualistic
offerings of hair and symbolic decapitations are on site. I smelled possible human
remains for two months, gathered human hair, and viewed rock sculptures that look like
memorials and human sized graves. I feel the former resident Jean Paul-Henry Fillman
was murdered as a cover-up. Jean Paul told me about a serial killer named “Rabbit” and
mentioned a gravesite. After meeting rabbit and asking him about the killer rumors, Jean
Paul mysteriously died a few days later. Robert “Rabbit” Barringer, resident meth addict
lead me to the concealing tomb of Laci. Later I found the location, and the enclosed blue
tarp PLANTED upshore in rocks. The tarp matches Laci’s threaded clothes description.
The tarp would fit in the tomb comfortably. Rabbit would have interest, creativity, and
complete opportunity to collect Laci’s bones and release the body (possibly as a joke). I
also suspect “Rabbit” is the infamous “Zodiac.” If Rabbit is the Z this needs to be
addressed ASAP! The “police” won’t be able to catch him. Only a realistic undercover
operation might. My cover was blown researching the Jean Paul death. Rabbit knows
I’m on his tail.

Below is a detailed description of my encounters with Jean Paul, Rabbit, Mad Mark, and
numerous discoveries. I hope some of this detail is helpful with your search for the real
killers.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.

Jean Paul
Rabbit
Mad-Mark
Jean Paul murder
Circle
Paintings
Tomb
Blue tarp
4/19/04 Discoveries
Zodiac
Police
Catch the Rabbit

I) Jean Paul

Early July 2003, Jean Paul, former resident of the Bulb told us "Rabbit was a serial
killer”. He would “get extremely violent and kill”... “people who would not be missed”....
“and collect their IDS”. He told us about a murder at the railroad tracks where Rabbit
pushed someone into the train. Jean Paul knew of one gravesite on the Bulb, possibly
two, and laughed when we asked about others, “What better place to hide bodies than a
construction dump?” I avoided Rabbit until late October ‘03. The time between July Oct.’03 was devoted to the artistic religious symbolism, and search for graves. (see V,
VI)
II) Rabbit -image #6
October 7th, I met the meth addicted Robert “Rabbit” Barringer for the first time. He
realized we were filming, and was enamored by the camera and wanted to make movies.
He told us about his desire to build seven mediation temples (campsites) at the Bulb, and
he noticed how that number matched number of deaths at the Bulb since his recent
residence, and how seven is a spiritual number. We mentioned Laci Peterson, and Rabbit
said, “I heard she was killed out front” (we think this was a BS statement to get us
interested.) I began asking him about graves. He threw a crucifix into a circular life
preserver, (symbolic of the Zodiac killer) and denied knowing anything about graves.
Then I asked about the rumored serial killer. His face changed, his eyes flashed around,
his voice slightly stuttered, then joked about the term “cereal” killer and acted out sick
comedy. He didn’t know anything about that. The only serial killer he knew about “was
someone in 1969-70”, who was abducting “women in the Berkeley Hills, and along
University Avenue” who would” drive them down to the water, kill, and chop them up”.
Hiding their dismembered bodies in the bay-fill.
“If the helicopters and police were ever looking for me... spending millions of dollars...
no heat-seeking device could ever find me... I could hide and never be found.”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly religious and creative
Methamphetamine addict
Collector of bones
He knew of a domestic terrorist plot to launch missiles at Chevron
(I think) he mentioned a weapons cache on site
Acts as the Bulbs landlord allowing others to live there or not
Gracious host; and loves attention

Jean Paul Discovered on October 15th, 2003
IV) Murder cover-up
On October 27th, I met up with Rabbit again. He wore a t-shirt of a Reno biker group.
He said Jean Paul died two week earlier, Rabbit said, “I started stealing from him 2 days

before he died, they didn’t find the body until 3 days later”2. Rabbit stole Jean Paul’s
drum, tricycle and other art objects before his death. Jean Paul asked about his stuff, and
Rabbit simply told him he stole it. Jean Paul didn’t know how to react and stayed quiet
accepting what Rabbit did. After Jean Paul’s death, Rabbit said he was first on the scene
to “remove important stuff”. We visited Jean Paul’s disrespectfully scavenged
encampment. Rabbit said, Jean Paul was very political and had a loud mouth, causing
scenes all over town. “I gave him permission to stay here, as long as he kept his mouth
shut”.
VII) Tomb - Image # 1,2
October 27th, 2003 I asked him to show me the caves and we went for a tour, but he
avoided an area by climbing up a steep hill. When walking along the highest trail over
the lagoon. As if he thought I said something, or some kind of meth verbal slip he said
“Laci down there?” I didn’t say a word, but knew I needed to investigate “Laci down
there”. On Feb. 19th I went for a walk out to the shore, and realized it was the lowest
tide. Best time to look “down there!” I hiked along the lagoon. At the exact location
where Rabbit said “down there”
Along the 6.66-acre lagoon, at the 2/3 point from the North, I found a tomb like well with
a concrete lid; slid half over. It was at water level, and at high-tide sinks below the water.
The circular well measured 5' in diameter, and was about 3’ deep. 2-6” inches of clear
water flowed at the bottom, and it looked washed clean. Two larges concrete rocks were
there. I move some rock, and the water got cloudy. About 1/4”+ mud surfaced the upper
layers of rock. I looked under the lid and a 2x4 wood used for leverage was stuck
underneath. Up the side of the hill, a granite bridge was pushed to the side. I went to
Marks camp, and it was abandoned. I looked around and viewed a smaller piece and cut
of the same granite.
VII) Blue Tarp Image #3,4
Tarp was planted a short distance from the tomb. Up shore along the lagoon. 1/3 from the
North, rolled and planted under rocks. It had unique threading detail similar to the
description associated with Laci’s remaining clothes. The visual measurement of the tarp
would fit within the well. I believe one edge is cut, another sewn. I packed the tarp in
my nap sack, and got the hell out of there. Upon getting to my location, I opened it up,
and put it in the plastic bag.
III) Mad Mark Castle is MIA3. He spoke about numerology and aliens at Berkeley
Marina. He said Rabbit was “really weird”, and the only one he could have intelligent
conversations about his religion and numerology.

Brief religious symbolism and art observations:
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Albany thinks Mark moved because of their effective evictions

V) Circle
The (masculine air) sacrificial circle contains the most visibile symbolism. The circle is
divided in quarters with two smaller circles and the East marker is positioned “slightly
off.” The circle has references to Egypt and (Crowley’s New Aeon of Horus in the
lagoon), Greek Minos and the Minator, Mayan Calendar, and Nine Lords of the Xibalba.
All visible religions support human child sacrifice. The circle meets satanic dimensions
and contains Zodiac cryptology. “S/Z” trails leads in and out where energies are
contained. At the East position Icarus faces west and “is a few degrees off” to the north..
Two smaller circles are within the circle. Usually concealed as a “peace sign”, the
9’sacrificial circle is outlined with yellow brick. In late October, within that circle, lines
of rocks resembling a human figure; creating a five-points representation of Satan and
candle wax was melted on the stone. The second circle is the southwest quarter, a
(crematorium) fire pit; surrounded by three benches, opposite a single pedestal seat. Next
to the pedestal seat was a rock with the words Guts=Love (usually hidden).
VI) SNIFF
Besides depicting crime fantasy and possible true crime events, the paintings are
concealed layered fashion to seem “humorous” and reek of Aleister Crowley and AO
Spare influence. Sniff disbanded, and the last images painted were of the psycho Rabbit!
See image # 6 Common themes are Devils abductions of women and children; orgies,
east west architecture and characters. “Beasts” abduct women/children, while the man is
passed out drunk, unaware, or in screaming shock. One painting depicts a dead man,
holding a book that says “some where in the forest”, a girl with braided hair is on the
ground and overtaken by snakes. Decapitated heads are planted and sprout up as
skull/bulbs. I found only one painting from 2000 that might symbolically connect them to
the O.T.O. order, but its a long shot and available upon request.

INCLUDED EVIDENCE

IX) 4/19/04 Discoveries
Voodoo Against Women
At the collapsed underground dwelling. I found a group of images of a single female on a
world tour. Some of the images were torn in half. Some faint writing on “Leo” character
paper was included. The images were thrown in a deep crevasse and urinated on.
Possible Human Remains

In the blue recycling bin at JPs camp I smelled something unlike anything I have ever
smelled in my life! I choose not to look. The pungent odor was there for two months!
Sometime in March, a triangular rock was neatly positioned on top of the garbage can lid;
the same funky ass odor was inside. After talking with a nurse, and describing the odor,
she told me it was probably decaying human remains. April 5, 2004 two bodyguards
accompanied me to see if the odor was still there. The garbage was kicked over, No odor,
no visible evidence that the garbage was gone through. But I found a clip of braided hair
on the top.
Additional Hair 4
The hair was very coarse and tangled with miscellaneous debris including a torn piece of
a blank bank check. I gathered the hair sample in a plastic container and went into Jean
Paul’s camp to look around.
Albany Police Elvis video 5
I saw a few videos, and grabbed one, titled, “Chief Operator”. One of my bodyguards
said, “a bearded man is coming and he looks pissed!” I grabbed one video, and we got
the hell out of there! Timing suggests that Rabbit observed myself gather the hair, then
came out. The Elvis impersonating video is embarrassing for the department.

X) Some think the Zodiac killings were an art installation.
The Zodiac observations came up in October when meeting Rabbit. The connections
enhanced after reading Z letters and the physical description. These are some reasons
why I suspect Robert “Rabbit” Barringer as being the infamous Zodiac killer.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

He meets the age and physical description of the Z
Has red/brown hair color and changes his appearance
Moved to SF during Summer of Love
Art student at UCB when (I think) Ted Kaczynski (Z suspect) was a professor
Tried to hide Zodiac cryptography located on a metal radial in the circle
Highly knowledgeable of the zodiac, numerology, and ALL other religions
Very charming, intelligent, and LOVES media attention
Star of the film, Bums “PARADISE”

When we follow a line on the 1969 Zodiacs map, one extended line goes directly to
University Avenue @ the water where Rabbit said the killer was dumping bodies. Follow
that same line and it goes to PARADISE Drive in Sausalito. West of the 80 highway is
4

Lt. Adams collected the hair. Said the blank check was probably from
someone’s old bank account (a bulb resident bank account?)
5
I feel this video was planted Zodiac style to taunt police. Apparently 10K were
handed out

the “Buried Bomb”.
Image #7

Is the Albany Bulb the Z’s “Buried Bomb?” See Zodiac map -

XI) Law Enforcement
In October I confidently contacted the FBI and gave the info about the rumor of serial
killer, the Jean Paul murder and grave, and told them about the satanic symbolism on
location. Lt. Adams of Albany police called and asked for my name. I was shocked and
expressed my serious concern that the FBI released my name! I mentioned the religious
symbolism, and was supposed to meet him to pinpoint the grave. But after talking, I
suspected he was leaking my name around the Bulb-police community, so I never went
in. He said, “I don’t have time to search for graves”. He was very relaxed about the JP
camp investigation, and I don’t think he went in with an investigators eye until way after
Rabbit cleaned out the joint. I called Lt. Adams on April 20, to pinpoint the first
gravesite6, I went over the bizarre odor, and gave him the braded hair and torn check. He
denied any discovery of human remains. I offered him the photographs of the girl, was
not interested. I gave the heads up about the tomb... but he directed me to Modesto. I did
not mention the tarp, or Z links. He doesn’t want any information that will make his Tue.
-Fri. job any more difficult. Lt.Adams of Albany police said, “The last time he was in the
Bulb was last year”. He seems to think Mark Mark is gone because of their effective
evictions. Albany police is absolutely clueless to the Bulb’s interior. Their map is
absolutely PRIMITIVE!
XII) Catching the Rabbit
Albany police is aggressively trying to evict Rabbit. I don’t feel this is a wise move. If R
is the Zodiac, Albany cannot catch him, nor will any other police officer. Only
REALISTIC undercover agents might. I blew my cover investigating the Jean Paul
death... and he knows I’m on his tail. I can help share my experience to try and gather a
maximum results. Rabbit should be monitored, undergo psychological evaluation, writing
samples and DNA gathered. I feel experts need to research these links ASAP!
He resides at the highest point of the architectural sacrificial circle at the Bulb.
He lives under the Native Canary Island Palms.
•
•
•
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Resides at highest point of sacrificial circle and acts as “watcher”
Currently resides at SE corner under the Canary island palms
Coast Guard Island where a John Doe was discovered in 2003

Albany police wasn’t interested in a second possible gravesite.

